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If you are interested in applying, you
can do so by filling our a short
application on our website and
uploading a 1-page resume, or sharing
a link to your LinkedIn (if you find that
more efficient). 

And if you have any questions, send us
an email to admin@mpiro.org. 

HOW TO APPLY

Maintain the club website (Wordpress), social media
accounts (Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, Twitter),
and email platforms (MailChimp),
Liaise with the relevant committee members so to
best promote/advertise upcoming events for the
club (social events, races, trail days etc.), 
Develop marketing / promotional material to
promote the club and its events, 
Coordinate and create content for the club's
publications (internal reports), 
Help build the MPIRO external network and keep the
club up-to-date on new opportunities, and
Engage in any additional support duties for the
Executives or other General Committee Members. 

We're looking for more committee members to help us
run our communications as we build up our own
networks, keep in touch with alumni, and reach out to
our members as much as possible. 

As a committee member in the Communications role,
you will:

LOOKING TO BUILD

YOUR IR NETWORK?
WHY NOT HELP MPIRO COMMUNICATIONS?

COMMS
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ELEGIBILITY

Studying graduate
coursework/research at
the University of
Melbourne AT LEAST for
Semester 1 2022 (you can
be graduating mid-year
2022). 

You are a current Full
MPIRO Member (which
you can quickly sign up
for, free of charge, on
our website). 

To be on the MPIRO
Committee, you will need
to be:

PRODUCTION
Semesters at the University
can be exceptionally busy,
and we completely agree
that studies come first. We
will support a schedule that
suits you, and helps you to
deliver your best. 

You are welcome to discuss
your options with out
committee as we move into
the new year. 

WHAT PROJECTS CAN I

WORK ON?

IS THERE A SCHEDULE?

Running our Social Media
Emailing Newsletters 
Maintaining and Building our Website
Producing MPIRO Publications 
Report Writing
Marketing Strategy & Merchandising

This area remains the most 'untouched' at MPIRO, which means
you have scope to bring in completely new areas of interest. At
present, we need regular help with the following:

There's space for plenty of new, creative projects as a
Communications Officer, and the committee would be very
interested in hearing your thoughts and ideas for leading the
way. If you have suggestions fit for improving our intra- and
inter-university engagement, we'd love to hear them!

Communications can be a very demanding role if not negotiated
or planned appropriately. We are not looking to overwhelm our
committee members; we would be more interested in
understanding what interests you the most and what you can
help with in your own schedule. 

The current committee members in Communications would be
happy to allocate particular responsibilities, alternate tasks, and
help you deliver your own ideas. Lucky for you, there is an entire
committee at your disposal to lend a hand if need be.   


